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The plan
• Definitions and basics
• Test/R&D systems
• Production systems and practical requirements in
large systems
• Industrialised CBPM

Terminology applied to BPMs
• Resolution – sensor’s ability to “see” a change in beam’s
position, defined by sensor and beam parameters and
fundamentally limited by thermal noise
• Precision – consistency of measurements, defined by the
resolution of the sensor, noise of the digital and analog
electronics, and processing algorithms
• Accuracy – how close the measured values get to the true
value, includes electric centre offset and calibration errors
“Resolution” –
precision
measured at ATF2
Source: Wikipedia

Quick intro – cavity BPMs
• Use asymmetric TM110 mode to measure the beam’s
offset from the axis
• At least 2 (spatial and frequency) structure-based methods
for symmetric mode rejection
• Resolution potential in single digit nm
• Require phase reference and charge measurements, need
in-situ calibration
Asymmetric dipole
mode used for position
measurement and a real
life cavity BPM in ATF2
Beamline (KEK)

Test vs production systems
• Test systems – predominantly built for “resolution”
(precision) measurements
• Most test systems include 3 monitors (to enable
predictions), so cost of both main (cavities,
electronics) and secondary (movers for calibration)
HW is important, but not critical
• Thorough bench testing or tuning part of process
• Test systems rarely mature to an online diagnostic,
analysis is often done offline
• Stability is not an issue for test systems as
measurements are taken over short periods (hours)
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Fig. 7. The NanoBPM experiment in situ on the extraction line of
the ATF.
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• Used space technology to
rigidly suspend 3 BPMs and
control their position and
pitch + position, pitch and roll
of the supporting frame
• Range ~100 um
• Consistently demonstrated
precision below 20 nm: 16 nm
best, with a distance tracking
system 12 nm
• Probably the first example of
extensive use of digital
processing and ML

Predicted Position (microns)

The nominal resonant frequency of the dipole TM110
mode was 6426 MHz. Before final installation of the
cavities in the alignment frame, the x and y ports of each
cavity were connected to a network analyzer, and by
squeezing the cavities in a particular way with a C-clamp,
the x and y modes were made to be very nearly degenerate.
This process resulted in TM110 mode frequencies which
were increased slightly to approximately 6429 MHz.
To these three BPMs must be added a fourth ‘‘reference’’
cavity whose signal was used to normalize the amplitudes
from the three position cavities to remove the effects of
variations in the bunch charge. This signal also provided a
single reference for comparing the phases of the signals
from the three position cavities. The signal from the
reference cavity was split with one part being passed
through a crystal detector to determine the beam’s arrival
time. The nominal resonant frequency of the monopole
TM010 mode was 6426 MHz. This frequency was subsequently raised to 6429 MHz so as to match the three BPMs
(if the reference cavity has the same resonant frequency,
phase errors resulting from an error in the determination of
the beam’s arrival time cancel out of Eqs. (32) and (33)).
The three BPMs were rigidly mounted inside an
alignment frame consisting of a cylindrical steel space
frame which was designed and built at the Lawrence
Livermore National Lab (LLNL). The first vibrational
mode of the space frame was at a frequency of 200 Hz. The
entire space frame assembly was mounted by four variablelength motorized legs and a non-motorized variable-length
center strut which allowed the alignment frame to be
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Testachieved.
systems:
NanoBPM
The more critical
measurements with the CMM
of the cavity surfaces and coupling slots would require
cutting the cavities open and have therefore not been
(BINP/SLAC/KEK/UK)
performed as of this writing.
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Test systems: IPBPM (Y. Honda et al, KEK)
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Test vs production systems
• Issues with much larger production systems are
related to cost, stability and operation
• Large numbers -> costs multiplied by 100’s or 1000’s,
so use of additional sub-systems must be limited
• Bench testing/tuning must be minimal (acceptance)
• 24/7 operation, as little intervention as possible
• Stability or non-invasive calibration a must, operation
with no re-calibration over months
• Stability is more important than accuracy (machine restart, golden orbit, etc.)

Production systems: XFEL
• 130 cavity BPMs
• Bunch 1 operation: each
BPM system pre-calibrated
in another linac! ~1-2%
corrections in-situ, ~5%
long-term (many months)
• Modular electronics,
automated gain control,
active temp stabilisation
• Ext clock distributed
• Remote FW&SW updates
• Precision ~300 nm

Production systems: LCLS-1
• X-band, 36 cavities
• Typical precision
~200 nm
• Measured BPM
stability ~200 nm
over 3.5 days
• Better not to
calibrate BPMs! ->
golden orbit lost if
measured with a
“bad” calibration
• Ideas on continuous
sub-beam jitter beam
motion to correct
calibrations

(Almost) Production systems: ATF2
• Maxed at ~40 cavities mounted on 4- and 6poles, typical precision 250 nm (without 20 dB
att 20-30 nm)
• In-situ mover or orbit bump calibrations, with
jitter subtraction, 1% precision
• Signal injection into electronics, measured
electronics stability ~0.1% over 4 days
• High-Q cavities decay time longer than typical
bunch separation (300 ns vs 150-200ns), signal
subtraction demonstrated
• Raised the question of wakefield effects
(feature of long bunches at ATF2), although in
theory the easiest part to align!
• International effort: cavities – KEK, UK, PAL;
electronics and quad movers – SLAC; digital
processing, EPICS integration – UK

Subtraction OFF

Subtraction ON

Industrialised CBPMs (RHUL-FMB OxfordInstrumentation Technologies)
• RHUL partnered with Industry to try
and improve accessibility of CBPM
technology, mainly with small
installations in mind
• With FMB-Oxford, developed C-band
cavities that are sealed (not brazed), so
can be repaired if needed, easy to
manufacture, have a high yield and
require minimum bench testing
• Developed analog electronics, but
realised that integrated Cavity BPM
electronics (including
analog+digital+FPGA+CPU+EPICS/Tan
go) are a perfect fit
• Test system currently unavailable,
tests TBC
• Have our first client, starting deliveries

Conclusions and final remarks
• Large CBPM systems exist and perform well
• Large distributed system -> issues are mainly related
to stability and operation
• Solutions exist, they either increase complexity or rely
on digital processing and active calibration
• Examples of both lab and industry led industrialisation

